Estimation of surface area from vertical sections.
'Vertical' sections are plane sections longitudinal to a fixed (but arbitrary) axial direction. Examples are sections of a cylinder parallel to the central axis; and sections of a flat slab normal to the plane of the slab. Vertical sections of any object can be generated by placing the object on a table and taking sections perpendicular to the plane of the table. The standard methods of stereology assume isotropic random sections, and are not applicable to this kind of biased sampling. However, by using specially designed test systems, one can obtain an unbiased estimate of surface area. General principles of stereology for vertical sections are outlined. No assumptions are necessary about the shape or orientation distribution of the structure. Vertical section stereology is valid on the same terms as standard stereological methods for isotropic random sections. The range of structural quantities that can be estimated from vertical sections includes VV, NV, SV and the volume-weighted mean particle volume vV, but not LV. There is complete freedom to choose the vertical axis direction, which makes the sampling procedure simple and 'natural'. Practical sampling procedures for implementation of the ideas are described, and illustrated by examples.